
Mexico is going through a cinematic boom. The nation

may have been producing films since the earlyyears of

last century but its only in the past decade that a new breed

of Mexican directors and actors have made ma.jor inroads into

Hollywood and gained international acclaim for their work.

Some of their names are probably familiar. Salma Hayek

became the first Mexican actress of her generation to be

accepted byTinseltown and is now

the executive producer ofthe hugely

successful TV series Ugly Betty. She has

been closely followed by Gael Garcia

Bernal, whose looks have earned him the

sobriquet'Sex Mex'.

Then there are the directors - Alfonso

Cuar6n, who graduated from films such

as YTu MamdTambidn lo diecting Harry

Potter And The Prisoner Of Azkaban;

Guillermo del Toro, whose Panb

Labyrinthwas a recent box-office hit; and

most notably Alejandro Gonz5lez lfr5rritu,

the director of 21 Grams and Babel,

whose work has been lavished with such

critical praise he now has A-listers like

Brad Pitt and Cate Blanchett queuing

up for work.
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The rise and rise of Mexican cinema has had a significance

beyond fulfilling the artistic aspirations of a few individuals. lt has

placed what was, until recently, regarded as a developing nation

firmly in the spotlight and given a huge boost to the countryi

tourist industries.

Countless frlms have used Mexico as a location in the past.

It was Sam Peckinpah s favoured destination for many of his

Westerns. The Mexican, a romantic comedy starring Julia

Roberts and Brad Pitt, was partially shot there. Sly Stallone

filmed part of the Rambo series in the country and much of

Titanicwas shot in the Sea of Cortez offthe Baja peninsula. But

these were Hollywood productions merely using the country

as a backdrop. lti only now that modern Mexican life is being

reflected properly.
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The first film to do this well was Amores Perros directed by

lndrritu. Released in 2000 and set in Mexico City, its interlocking

tales presented a searingly honest portrait ofthe capital. Here

was a city of great contrasts - poverty, glamour and violence

- but also a city with a vibrancy to match any US metropolis.

Just a year later, Mexico Citys cultural side was represented by

the Frida Kahlo biopic, Frida, starring Salma Hayek. The film was

a majorfactor in the revival of interest in the artist and visitor

numbers to the Frida museum in Mexico City are estimated to

have doubled since the moviel release. This, in turn, has had a

knock-on effect of increasing visitors to the citys other galleries.

Outside the capital, the contrasts of Mexico's natural scenery

were showcased beautifully in YTu Mam;iTambi6n. A coming-of-
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age tale that sees two teenage boys and one woman on a road

trip to find an imaginary idyllic beach. While Bernal plays one of
the lads, the film's true star is the landscape - the mountains,

one-shop towns and beaches. For the Mexico Tourism Board,

this films release was a key moment. 'People were very

interested in Huatulco in Oaxaca, where the beach scenes were

filmed,' reveals Lupita Ayala from boardt London office.

Looking to the future
Five years on and 2007 looks set to be another year in which

Mexico is well represented at the multiplexes. Mel Gibson's

Apocalyptowas filmed largely around Veracruz and the Yucatiin

peninsula, and look out for El Bufalo De La Noche, a Mexico

City-set flick out later this year.

Naturally the country's tourist sector hopes the success of
Mexican cinema continues. 'These films have been a tremendous

boost to the country' says Ayala. 'They present a modern, diverse

image to the outside world. Yes, we have beaches, but we also

have art, culture and a lot more besides.' Anyone who still thinks

Mexico is all Mariachi singers, tequila and tortillas has clearly been

studying their popcorn instead ofthe big screen. .t
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For flights to Cancun visit www.thomsonfly.com
For holidays to Mexico visit www.thomson.co.uk
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